
Smart Cities 2.0: 
Intelligent Living
and Work
Leap into the 21st century
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two forces 
are driving humanity forward 

in the 21st century



TECHNOLOGY DISRUPTIONS



THE RISE OF CITIES



The Smart City



the delivery of citizen services



2018 The most innovative companies use it, but 
no government has yet effectively 
personalised services for citizens.

Personalised 
Smart Services
A World First



New yoga classes in Meadows

Personalised Real-Time to
User’s Interests and Context

 FATIMA
35yr - 45yrs
Married 
Has children
Housewife

KHDA
Scholarship Info



Information on Interesting
Events and Programs

 RASHID
20yr - 30yrs
Unmarried
Business owner (tech industry)
Enjoys sports

30/30 fitness 
challenge

30/30 fitness 
challenge

Flight 
departure



Personalised Risk
Personalised Financial Management
Personal Connection to the End-Customer

Source: http://bit.ly/2soxLkO



the pain of urban transportation
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Innovators needed to rethink transport as Netflix or iTunes

The Brand Promise
Citizens can get from A to B using any 
type of vehicle, and payments are handled 
seamlessly via a mobile app.
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And understand the new way to work is to automate, integrate 
and partner with all kinds of companies

Source: MaaS Global 

Behind-the-scenes: The consumer app 
is powered by a platform in which 
multiple transport and payment providers 
are integrated through their APIs.

2-Way APIs
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Personalisation, Optimisation 
and Automation

Buses
Trains
Car-sharing
Taxis
Bike-sharing
Scooter-sharing
Autonomous Vehicles
On-demand shuttles





One player may own the platform, 
but many can benefit from 
providing services and receiving 
micro-payments on it.



  Next: integrate with other industries. Use telematics to reimagine insurance



    Smart City 2.0: 
    public-private eco-system 
    of personalised 
    digitally enabled services.



The New Smart Jobs: The 
Disruption of Finance





 banking the under and unbanked





MARGINAL FARMERS LIVE ON $1 - $4 PER DAY



POOR FARMERS ARE VULNERABLE TO  MANY RISKS

Pest infestations
Soil erosion
Moisture dearth
Droughts
Floods
Typhoons
Farmer health
Poor seed quality
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How will they know when to plant seeds, when there are pests in a 
nearby village or when there is heavy rain on the way?
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nikka utilizes high definition satellite imagery for the 
following main purposes:

● Pest warning via thermal imaging
● Plant vigor via examining crop density and 

flowering
● Plant disease via multispectral imaging
● Soil moisture discrimination

SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING DATA
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AI helps farmers mitigate 
risk by giving them warnings 
and recommendations on 
their mobile phone.





Kensho: ‘Google-like’ search engine for financial 
analysis

“Which cement stocks go up the most when a Category 3 hurricane hits 
Florida?” 

The platform can find answers to  65 million question combinations in an 
instant by scanning more than 90,000 actions such as drug approvals, 
economic reports, monetary policy changes, and political events and their 
impact on nearly every financial asset on the planet. 
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S$27 million grant to 
support artificial 
intelligence in finance.
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Partnership with universities to re-educate bankers and 
prepare graduates for the new type of work. 



“British banks to closed 800 
branches in 2017, 600 in 
2016. 

The CEO of Deutsche Bank 
warned that the company 
could afford to lose half of its 
staff to automation.”
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 $500 for each citizen to upgrade skills including in AI.



Ethics and Values



Algorithms have been in the news with issues in data 
privacy and security

Risks associated with AI:

1. Removing bias in algorithms.
2. Governing the ethical use of data.
3. Inability to understand how the algorithm 

reached a decision.
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The EU wants to open the black box of AI Algorithms for more 
accountability and transparency

Article 22: "Automated individual 
decision-making, including profiling"
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Smart Policing and Security is 
Essential for Urban Safety



AI for Good

# Empathy
# Equity
# Justice
# Accountability
# Sustainability



Smart City 2.0 is human-centric, AI-enabled and 
built on public-private eco-systems
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entertainment and virtual reality 



construction and 3D Printing



healthcare and genetics



manufacturing and co-bots


